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Preface
It's not a secret that most people of all ages today can't live without TV.
Children, their parents,teachers and other people watch TV every day. But not all of them watch
everything that is on. Despite the fact that in Russia there are hundreds of TV channels, most of
viewers watch the TOP 50 channels. More than 34% of the audience prefer the first three channels "the
First channel" "Russia 1" and NTV. The TOP 10 includes TNT, TV-3, STS, Home, Ren TV, Channel
Five and TV Center.
In my family my parents and I prefer different channels. Sometimes we even argue what to watch. And
I wondered whether my classmates and teachers have similar problems at home.
So I began to ask them about their preferences. And today I'd like to tell you about it because it turned
out to be rather interesting.

Main part
1. Why do we watch TV?
Some people use TV as a background
Others switch on the TV sets just to waste time.
We can watch TV to learn something new.
.We watch TV for entertainment

2. A variety of TV channels.
As I have already mentioned today we have a lot of TV channels. Almost every channel specialise on
different genres
Genre
Entertainment
Scientific

Name of TV channels
CTC, TNT , Friday
Animal planet ,Russia Culture

Cartoon

Cartoon TV, Disney , Cartoon Network

Everyday

First channel, Russia1

Sitcom

Russian Novel, Home

News

Russia 24

Sport

Match TV, EuroSport

3. All of us watch TV and each of us has his favourite TV program. I wondred what kind of TV
programmes my friends and teachers watch .I decided to ask them.
4. The result of the survey(you can see on this slide).
Almost all my friends watch entertainment shows, cartons. But grown ups like to watch educational
programs and news.
5.My Favourite TV program.
I like to watch TV programes about traveling. Therefore my favourite TV program is Orol and Reshka.
Every weekend two presenters visit various cities of our planet. According to the rules one of them
must live only on 100$ during Saturday and Sunday,but the second person can spend an unlimited
amount of money.
They aren't afraid of conquering mountains, travelling to the bottom of the ocean, spending time in the
desert.
During twelve seasons they visited 226 cities in 106 countries.
Most of all I liked their travelling called Krugosvetka. In Krugosvetka they have visited such places
where not every touris has been.
My favourite realese is desert Ataсama.Presenter Regina roasted corn in the geyserand spent the night
in the desert.Presenter Petr swam in the icy water , conquered «Martian» land of the desert.It was very
dangerous journey,but it was very exciting.

Conclusion
No matter who you are middle aged engineer, young hairdresser or old rector. You can watch
documentaries,reality show and cartoons.

